.NET Developer
Information Technologies Department
Reports to the Applications Development Manager
Company Profile
Alaska National Insurance Company is a multi-line commercial insurer servicing businesses in the western
United States for over three decades. We provide businesses with financially secure protection from risk,
supported by the highest quality in customized policyholder services. We offer career paths in Underwriting,
Claims, Loss Control, Audit, Assigned Risk, Information Technology, Accounting and Administration.
Alaska National is a financially “A” rated company with over 200 employees in Alaska, Washington,
California and Idaho.
Alaska National Insurance Company provides a strong benefits program which includes 401(k) program,
and profit sharing. We provide medical, dental, vision, life and disability insurance, as well as paid leave
and holidays.
Summary and Purpose
Work with a small team of professionals to program, maintain, and configure custom, as well as vendor
based applications. Manage the effective use of team resources to implement ongoing projects,
enhancements, and/or initiatives. Participate in the design/development process. Act as subject matter
expert for assigned applications, systems, and technologies. Lead investigation and resolution efforts for
critical/high impact problems, defects and incidents.

General Responsibilities








Design, develop and maintain our custom .NET applications using languages and technologies of
the .NET framework
Create and design new processes from the ground up, configure existing systems and provide
technical support for our business and external customers
Provide subject matter and technical expertise across multiple applications, systems and
technologies in an expanding business domain
Serve as a Software Developer for strategic projects, as well as day-to-day ownership of
enhancement, and maintenance needs
Participate in all phases of SDLC, partner with business in data discovery, and provide input into
scalable coding solutions using .NET languages
Promote the development and deployment of iterative Minimal Viable Product (MVP) applications
to have real and timely impact to business units
Consistent delivery of high-quality work, on time and with little supervision

Minimum Requirements








Bachelor's degree in a related field preferred
3 years of programming/development experience
Solid knowledge of Scrum and Agile Framework
Experience with the CI/CD pipeline and Test Automation practices
Proven hands on design and coding experience with advanced .NET application development,
including NET 3.5/4.5, OOPS, ASP.Net, C#.Net, VB.Net, ADO.Net and XML, JavaScript, TFS Git,
and Visual Studio 2013/15/17
Hands on development experience with database technologies such as, SQL Server,
and reporting technologies such as SSRS
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Familiarity with ASP.net core/.Net Core

Attributes





Comfortable pivoting mid-course to address new information and adapt to change
Strong communication, technology awareness and the capability to interact with senior
technology leadership
Ability to work independently and in a team environment
Ability to prioritize projects to meet company and department deadlines

